Leave for Change Participants

The University of Guelph has supported 50 staff and faculty to participate in Leave for Change; that is over 10% of all Leave for Change volunteers since the beginning of the program

2016:

- Adriana Ocampo [1]
- Daniel Gillis [2]
- Jacquie Bull [3]
- Kate Jenkins [4]
- Leanne Piper [5]
- Raj Patara [6]
- Veronica Ward [7]

2015:

- Mario Deschamps [8], Vietnam
- Rebecca Knaggs [9], Peru
- David Prescott [10], Malawi
- Alexandra (Sandy) Smith [11], Malawi
- Andrew Vowles [12], Vietnam
2014:

- Claire Alexander [13], Botswana
- Nina Berry [14], Vietnam
- Christi Cooper [15], Nepal
- Stephanie Craig [16], Botswana
- Patricia Fleming [17], Ghana
- Amanda Hathway [18], Nepal
- Louise Merlihan [19], Malawi
- Saveena Patara [20], Botswana

2013

- Frédérique Arroyas [21], Burkina Faso
- Trish Dean [22], Malawi
- Mario Deschamps [8], Vietnam
- Abeir El Argusosi [23], Vietnam
- Mary Fowler [24], Nepal
- Denise Mohan [25], Guatemala
- Ron Ward [26], Ghana

2012

- Patti Goodman [27], Vietnam
- Tania Framst [28], Nepal
- Verne Harrison [29], Vietnam
- Susan Kelner [30], Ghana
- Jacqueline Murray [31], Ghana
- Looknauth Ramsahoi [32], Nepal
- Nicole Tessier [33], Burkina Faso
- Clive Thomson [34], Vietnam

2011

- Mark Lipton [35], Nepal
- Kian Merrikh [36], Vietnam
- Stephanie Nutting, Ghana
- Dorothy Odartey-Wellington, Peru
- David Tocek, Nepal

2010

-
Judi McCuaig, Ghana
- Jacqueline Murray [37], Ghana
- Nancy Schmidt, Vietnam
- Linda Watt [38], Malawi
- Susan Bennett, Ghana
- Greg Boland [39], Nepal

2009

- Madonna Maidment, Botswana
- Vicki Hodgkinson [40], Malawi
- Bre Wick, Botswana
- Dorota Grzadkowska, Vietnam
- Linda Mahood, Vietnam
- Susan Wi-Afedzi, Nepal
- Mary Childs, Vietnam
- Julia Baldwin, Ghana

2008

- Joe Barth, Vietnam
- David Tocek, Botswana
- Don Mercer, Malawi
- Karyn Freedman, Botswana

2007

- Michael Levy, Botswana
- Sean Yo [41], Nepal
• Frebis Hoffmeyer, Nepal
• Wayne Johnston, Nepal
• Peggy Nagle, Guatemala
• Lisbeth Sider, Vietnam
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